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WINONA, MINNESOTA, DECEMBER 19, 1930

PLAYERS PRESENT DOCTOR PAPER STAFF INTRODUCES
OF LONESOME FOLK
ANOTHER ESSAY CONTEST
Ewald Kintzi, last year's president of the Wenonah Players returned last night to play the leading role in the Christmas play
presented by that group.
In the play, The Doctor of
Lonesome Folk, Ewald played the
part of the doctor. The doctor,
living in his house by the road, was
a kindly old gentleman who was
constantly stretching forth his hand
to lift the burden of sorrow and
loneliness off the shoulders of those
who came his way. To each one
who came, whether it was the
miser with his mind distorted by
greed, the poet whose love was
spurned by the lovely dancer, or
the sorrowing mother whose child
had gone away, he gave the same
message of cheer and good will.
His prescription was simply this:
to fill the arms with gifts for others
and to go into the forest and put
them on the Christmas tree. Everyone who accepted his advice, and
everyone did, was made happy
and contented.
Ewald played the part as only
he could play it, lightly, easily,
and sincerely. The mother, beautiful in her sorrow, was well played
by Edith Whittier.
The cast of characters was as
follows:
One Who Knows the Doctor ....
Lucile Berg
The Policeman ...Raymond Happe
The Thief Howard Roy
The Ragged Girl . Florence Childers
The Gossip Ardis Rodsater
The Husband .. Henry Southworth
Hattie Southworth
The Wife
Daphne Buck
The Dancer
The Man About Town
Gordon Bear
Maryon Zabel
The Poet
Myrna Reese
The Newsboy
John Moriarity
The Miser
The Mother Whose Child Has
Edith Whittier
Gone Away
The Doctor of Lonesome Folk . .
Ewald Kintzi
At the Piano
Edna Justman
After the play a Christmas party
was held in the College gymnasium.
The crowd was entertained by
gaily garbed carolers who strolled
to and fro singing their songs and
pausing to gather the pennies
thrown to them by the appreciative listeners. Following the carols
Mr. Grimm led everyone in community singing, then Santa Claus
appeared and from the huge pile
of gifts at the foot of the tree gave
each one some little present.

Y.W.C.A. SPONSORS
CAROL SINGING
Once again on December 13th,
the living Christmas tree at the
dormitories was decorated with its
gorgeous white lights which blended
so beautifully with the lonely,
sparkling blanket of snow that
covered the earth. The lights were
turned on each evening during the
week before the students returned
home for the holidays. For several
nights preceding the last week of
school all those who take their
meals in the Morey Hall dining
room gathered in the living room
to sing Christmas carols. Each
evening, just after supper, during
the last week, the same group
formed a circle around the tree
and sang the carols.
For some years, this tree has
been one of the first to be lighted.
Many of Winona's citizens have
remarked about the unusual attractiveness of its white lights instead of the usual colored ones,
and how much they enjoy the tree.

With all the essay contests announced recently with prizes ranging from a trip to Europe to various
amounts of money, the literary
urge seems to be a valuable one to
cultivate. In order to stimulate
a little interest in the writing of
essays and to give you a chance to
express your ideas, the Winonan
staff announces an essay contest on
the subject, "What is the Most
Interesting Thing in the World."
The contest opens at once and
continues until the end of the
quarter. At that time the grand
prize winner will be announced
and the winning essay will be
printed in the WINONAN. A
copy of the 1931 WENONAH will
be awarded to the author of the
essay taking first place. Every
two weeks, the best essay submitted up to that time will be
published in the paper to give
recognition to essays that may
deserve it.
Everyone in school, except staff
members of the WINONAN are
eligible to enter this contest. You
all have a chance now to show
your literary genius. Hand in
your essays and tell us what you
think is the most interesting thing
in the world. Maybe it's writing
an essay — who knows!

BEAUTIFUL COSTUMES
USED IN "DISRAELI"
The gorgeous and colorful costumes used for "Disraeli" made
the stage picture kaleidoscopic in
keeping with the swift, sure movement of the plot. Costumes were
secured from Martain Gniesen Costumers of St. Paul, Minn. Two of
the costumes were imported, a
blue gown worn by the scheming
Mrs. Traverse, and the beautiful
court gown worn by Lady Beaconsfield in the climax of the fourth
act. Ambassadors from Arabia,
India, and Mexico wore their
bizarre native costumes.
One entire box was filled with
clothes for Disraeli. The wig provided for him was an exact duplicate of the one worn by George
Arliss when he played the role
for the movie production of
"Disraeli".
The value of the four trunks of
costumes used for the play was
placed at approximately twentysix hundred dollars.
The children of the two kindergartens of the Phelps school gave
a Christmas program for their
parents and friends on Friday,
December 19 at 10:15 A.M. in the
library gymnasium.
The exercises began with the
processional in which the children
carried the symbolic Christmas
wreaths. The program consisted
of songs, games, and dances by
the children. At the close, the
children's gifts were presented to
their parents.

FORMER T.C. STUDENT HAS
PART IN MOORHEAD PLAY
Word has come from Moorhead
that Lyman Bringold, former W.S.
T.C. student has just played one
of the leading parts in "Tilly of
Bloomsbury" presented on November 22nd by Moorhead State
Teachers College.
Last year Lyman was a member
of the Wenonah Players and played
the part of Lord Darlington, a
leading role, in the play, "Lady
Windermere's Fan."

COMING EVENTS
Jan. 6 — Class work reopens.
Jan. 9 — Basketball. Rochester Jr. College. • Here.
Jan. 10 — All - College masquerade sponsored by
French Club and Twin
City Club.
Jan. 14 — DeWolf Hopper
lecture.
Jan. 16 — Basketball, College
B Team vs. Witoka.
Here.

MU EPSILON NU HOLDS
ANNUAL BANQUET
Mu Epsilon Nu, the men's club
of the college, held their annual
banquet last Saturday evening at
Shepard Hall. About sixty were
present. After the dinner, which
brought forth a great deal of favorable comment from the boys, toastmaster McKibben suggested that
everyone get acquainted. Each
person stood in turn and gave his
name and the place from which he
came; some even went so far as
to say why they came from there.
John Poniah Aaron, the speaker
of the evening, gave a very interesting talk about customs in his
country, India. He said that at
banquets such as this one, people
would remove their shoes before
coming into the dining room.
Dishes are not used, the food is
plr -,ed on a large leaf and people
eat, with their fingers. Those who
are,•iot accustomed to this manner
of eating are apt to get into difficulties.
He told about the custom of
marriage, how the mother and
foi her select the mate for their
sc This method did not seem to
'h the approval of the boys.
M.
_3, ended his talk by saying
th
L e z believed in Ghandi and his
pr4,gram of non-violence as a
means of freeing India.
During the whole of his talk,
Mr. Aaron, or John as everyone
liked to call him, had the most
careful attention of every member
of his audience. His personality
is such that he makes friends
readily and it is true that he did
so with the men's club.
The group sang songs with Mr.
Grimm leading. Everyone seemed
to be in the right spirit to enjoy
them thoroughly. The Apollo Club
sang a group of numbers which
met with great approval.
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MARGARET SMITH LEAVES;
HOWARD ROY NEW EDITOR

JOHN AARON DESCRIBES
INDIA'S PRESENT STATUS

Miss Margaret Smith, Editor of
the WINONAN, left the Teachers
College last Monday for San Antonio, Texas, where she is to make
her home with her parents.
Peggy entered school the winter
quarter of last year when her
presence among the school body
was made evident by her versatility, cleverness and originality.
Her talents included the fields of
Art, Dramatics, and Journalism.
She played the part of Alice in
"Alice in Wonderland" with the
enthusiasm which characterizes all
of her other activities. A capable
observer said of her editorial ability
as shown by her skillful management of the WINONAN, "She is
one of a very small group who have
genuine journalistic instinct." The
life and vitality of the WINONAN
have been largely due to her ability
to promote co-operation of the
staff and to her unique way of
handling thoughts.
Howard Roy was elected to
succeed Margaret Smith as Editor
of the college paper. He is proving
himself to be a competent, conscientious executive, one who ably
expresses the spirit of the college
student.

"My friend, John," as introduced by Calvin Barkow, proved
an interesting speaker; one of foresight, broad vision, and of great
intelligence. He is a fine example
of the strides an Oriental can make
in learning the customs of the
"civilized" West.
•'When you think of India," he
said, "You think of rajahs, of men
like Nancy Miller's husband, or of
people as portrayed in "Mother
India." This is a false impression,
and not at all true of the masses."
For a true picture of actual conditions in India, he suggested that
we read "Mahatma Ghandi" by
Matthews.
Life of an Oriental in the West
is difficult for the first few months,
because of the gulf between the
customs, costumes, and general
living habits of the East and West.
For instance, the costume of the
Eastern woman, as demonstrated
by Frances Morse, consists of a
long strip of cloth which is folded,
tucked, and wound around the
body — simple to don, and to remove. The men wear turbans
which are also strips of cloth,
wound about the head as was
demonstrated.
He spoke of manners of eating,
and the trouble he had in manipulating a steak, but indicated that
Americans are just as awkward,
eating in the Eastern manner.
Mr. Aaron feels that India is at
a cross-roads, or is in a period of
transition. He stated that India
is not receiving a square deal from
Great Britain, because after 150
years of British rule, India is in
general, still an observer in her
own government, having less than
a dozen men in the army of the
rank of captain. "Any human
being feels non-recognition and is
bound to form some sort of complex. This is what India is doing
at present, and this complex is
bound to lead to trouble."
Great Britain defends her stand
by saying that if India were given
her freedom, she would be devoured by China, or Russia, or a
powerful European nation, but Mr.
Aaron has enough confidence in
the world of 1930 to believe that it
would not stand for injustice and
subjugation of a people.
Mahatma Ghandi has the respect and support of John Aaron.
He does not agree with all the
doctrines of Ghandi, because
Ghandi is an extremist, but he
feels that Ghandi has not the
rights he should have. Mr. Aaron
spoke of Ghandi's position, his
wisdom, foresight, and executive
ability, and of his plan of nonco-operation.
Mr. Aaron closed by quoting a
few lines of Tagore's ideal of a
Hindu government, which he thinks
India would live up to. It is an
inspiring ideal, and one worthy of
keeping.

LITTLE THEATRE
GROUP PRESENTS
"THE PERFECT ALIBI"

"The Perfect Alibi" was presented in the W.S.T.C. auditorium
by the Little Theatre Group of
Winona, Thursday, December 11.
The play is a mystery by A. A.
Milne which has been successful on
Broadway.
Ramona Yates and Raymond
Happe of the Teachers College had
parts in the play — Miss Yates costarring with Mr. Edward Leicht of
Winona, Minn. Charles A. Choate
of Winona also had a major part.
The play held the audience spellbound from the rising of the curtain till the end of the final act.
Miss Yates by her splendid acting
held the audience, as did all the
rest of the characters. The cast
was as follows:
• Jimmy Ludgrove, Edward Leicht;
Susan Cunningham, Ramona Yates;
Edward Laverick, Robert Leicht;
Edward P. Carter, Charles A.
Choate; Major Fothergill, Raymond Happe; Jane West, Catherine
MacPherson; Mrs. Fulberton-Fane,
Pauline L. Goering; Arthur Ludgrove, Leroy Grettum; Adams,
Dr. Samuel Schaffer; P. C. Mallet,
T.C. GRADUATE ORGANIZES Harold
Peterson; "Sergeant" MalAND DIRECTS BAND
let, Fred Palen.
Donald Karow, a graduate of
this college, who has returned for
advanced study, is taking charge
On Friday evening, December
of organizing and directing a band. 12, Miss Sutherland was guest
Mr. Karow was active in all musical speaker at a meeting of the Woorganizations as well as in other men's Clubs of Red Wing. She
activities during his years in Wi- spoke in connection with the esnona. Since his graduation, he tablishing of a kindergarten for the
has studied at the University of children of Red Wing.
Minnesota and at Columbia University. He has had extensive
experience with juvenile, school
FIRST AID COURSES
and city bands.
INTRODUCED
In a recent talk in chapel, Mr.
A
course
in First Aid, under the
Karow expressed the hope of having two bands, one advanced and instructions of Dr. E. D. Risser,
one for beginners. The beginners' was started at the Y.W.C.A. on
band is open to students with Wednesday, November 26.
The course includes the followmusical ability who have never had
an opportunity to play in a band, ing topics: general structure of the
while the advanced band is for human body, wounds, severe bleedthose who have had some experi- ing, fractures, dislocations, sprains,
strains, and suffocation.
ence.
After the lectures on the differReports thus far have been very
favorable, practise having begun ent phases of first aid have been
with great enthusiasm. W e can given, practical application will be
now look forward to having a real done by each one taking the course.
The last of the ten lessons will
band to represent Winona Teachers
be given February 11, 1931.
College.

Y.W.C.A. GIRLS START NEW
QUARTER WITH A DINNER
To break the abrupt change from
Thanksgiving vacation to the beginning of a new quarter of work,
the Y.W.C.A. held a supper meeting in the Social Room of Shepard
Hall, December 1st. The radio
furnished. a dance orchestra for the
occasion. Scalloped potatoes and
ham, hot rolls, coffee, fruit salad
and cookies were served cafeteria
style. Everybody danced up to
the table after Miss Richards'
example. After an enjoyable lunch
everyone danced, played charades,
and enjoyed a social half-hour.
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Howard Roy
Ruth H. Lockwood
Maryon Zabel
Lillian Skaro
Bernard Kramer
Arthur Tait
Thomas Mullen
Frances Morse
Myrna Reesell
Alvin Ziegenf uss
Raymond Happe

it was not long before her exceptional talent was discovered and she
was soon very busily engaged in nearly all the leading activities of the
College. Margaret has been a member of Die-No-Mo for three years
and is High Voltage this year. Marge is also a member of Mendelssohn,
The College Choir, Primary Club, Mason Music Club, Y.W.C.A. Cabinet, All College Finance Committee and the Junior Class.
It can truthfully be said that of all the students of the college, Margaret is one of the most active and most cheerful workers. She is held
in the highest esteem by fellow students and faculty alike.

Editor-in-Chief
Assistant Editor
Assistant Editor
Assignment Editor
Men's Sports Editor
Assistant Men's Sports Editor
Assistant Men's Sports Editor
Women's Sports Editor
Music Editor
Art Editor
Feature Editor

With the approaching Christmas season comes the singing of the
traditional Christmas carol. Everything in order to be interesting has
a background or a history; so it is with the Christmas carol, it too has
a history.
A Christmas carol, according to our modern usage of it is a hymn
of praise, especially such as is sung at Christmas in the open air. The
Celtic forms, often cited as givina the origin of the word, are derivatives of the English or French. 6The crib set up in the churches at
Christmas was the centre of a dance, and some of the most famous of
Latin Christmas hymns were written to dance tunes. These songs were
REPORTERS
called noels in French, and carols in English. They were originally
modelled on the songs written to accompany the choric dance, which
Constance
Christopher
Constance
Sunde
Jeanne Pehrson
were probably the starting-point of the lyric poetry of the Germanic
Isf old Josef son
Gertrude Nelson
Catherine Brookner
peoples.
Ada Moore
Lauretta Speltz
Caroline Goetting
Carols were an important element in the mystery plays of the NaOletha Schell
Eliza Mary Thompson
tivity and gave evidence of the connection of dancing and carol-singing.
BUSINESS STAFF
Business Manager There are extant numerous carols dating from the 15th century which
Henry Southworth
Assistant Business Manager have the characteristic features of a folk-song. The famous CherryJohn Moriarity
Circulation Manager tree Carol, "Joseph Was an Old Man," is based on an old legend which
Ramona Yates
is related in the Conventry mystery plays.
STAFF TYPISTS
The artificial modern revival of carol-singing has produced a quanMarian Bilben
LaVoy Jones
Isabelle Ayshford
tity of new ones, the best of which are perhaps mostly derived from
medieval Latin Christmas hymns. The earliest printed collection of
Mail subscriptions 51.00 per school year or 50c per term.
carols was issued by Wynken de Worde in 1521. It contained the
Alumni Society Members 50c per year.
famous Boar's Head carol, which in a slightly altered form is sung at
Application for entry as second class matter is pending.
Queen's College, Oxford, on the bringing in of the boar's head.

THE MOST INTERESTING THING IN THE WORLD
What is the most interesting thing in the world? Perhaps we would
all stop to think awhile if we were asked that question. I was asked
that very thing, and I stopped to think, too. The first thing that
struck me was the question: When is a thing interesting at all?
I immediately set myself to the task of answering this question. To
begin with, what inspires interest? I found there are many things
that inspire interest: wonder, amusement, ambition, and a whole
series of other items as well. But I decided that "wonder" was the
one thing that never failed to inspire interest. We would tire of amusement and lose interest. We would lag in our ambition and lose interest.
But a thing that inspired wonder would always be interesting.
With this train of thought, another question inevitably arose: When
does a thing inspire wonder? In the first place, anything we can't
understand immediately fills us with wonder, and hence immediately
interests us. Should we in time learn to understand such a thing, we
would lose our wonder, and hence our interest. Therefore, to remedy
this, a thing of interest forever, must be a thing we cannot learn to
understand; or, if we do learn a little, it must be forever changing.
Is there anything in the world that conforms to all these qualifications? As man to man, I answer: Yes! Has it these qualifications to
a greater extent than anything else? Again I answer: Yes! I will not
offer further argument; it is not necessary. What is the most interesting
thing in the world? As man to man, I answer: A woman.

No doubt the most important social event of the entire college year
is the Annual Prom. Heretofore this great climax to our social season
has come in the spring quarter and made a colorful ending to the
year's activities. It is quite regrettable and indeed a bitter disappointment to many of the students to find that this year the Prom has been
subordinated to other activities to the extent that it has been scheduled
for the seventh of February, thus inevitably shortening the social
season by killing the usual cumulative interest in social affairs.
There is also another feature which must be considered. In the past
one of the leading attractions of this event has been the election of
a representative man and woman to lead the grand march of the prom.
This would necessitate the holding of this election before two-thirds
of the college year had past, which would be extremely unfortunate.
The calendar for the year has a party scheduled for the eleventh of
April. Why not transfer the Prom to this date and follow one of the
school's fine traditions by having a fitting climax to the season?

portant phase of the course which is
We are beginning anot
ow, everyone should be back, ready
to help us to be teache
se of studies. Let us forget the troubles
to adjust himself to the n
of the past, and make the pr /era better because of our experiences.
Set out with the detdmination . to make the most of your time. Do
not become discouraged because this or that will not come your way.
Be a sticker, and say to your problem in a conquering manner, "I'm
Boss!" With this attitude you will be the member of a large body
which has proved and continues to prove the worth of the saying —
"True politeness consists in being easy one's self, and in making
"Try, try again, and some day you shall succeed."
everybody about one as easy as one can". — POPE.
Can we not all afford to continue trying if success, in its broadest
Whe Pope gave us his definition of true politeness, he must indeed
sense, shall some day line our future? Certainly, we can — and we will!
have met the opposition of many of his readers; but still, how true
that definition stands. The mental comfort of ourselves and those
about us in the true objective o' politeness. If the formality of conThe curtain falls, the orchestra ceases, crowds pass on and out,
• ventional decorum does not accomplish this object, it cannot be considered as politeness. If some great man of famous renown were to drawn to much more glittering shows. Forgotten are those troupers
walk iri on a group of common people, and if he were to observe all who hoped to continue the dazzling success of two former stands. Sucthe formalistic rules of etiquette, he would surely fail to be. polite be- cess that left them idols in the eyes of the mob just as failure brands
cause the more "manners" he would display, the greater would be the them now as passe.
mental discomfort of his hosts, who, thinking of themselves in comHead buried deeply in his arms and his fingers interlocked, the diparison to him, would realize their inability to compete in etiquette, rector sits alone. Melancholy and depression predominate and some
and their conspicuousness because of this fact. On the other hand, know why. For who is there that would doubt but what his spirit,
were this great man to dispense with convention and to discourse in his heart, and his hopes were behind the work of directing his figures
the intimate informal ways of his hosts, he would immediately succeed in his beloved work? Would there be anyone to say he hath not given
in putting them at ease and his first objective of politeness would•be his greatest efforts when his soul is so entrenched in the art? Believe
reached. Considering the man to be educated, we will grant that he me, when I say there is no greater sacrifice.
himself will be at ease in any case.
Movement among the cast attracts the attention. The show is over.
Another point to be considered is this: Can one be at ease when Intermingled in them is the feeling that only working together can
those about him are not at ease because of him? It must be answered bring a brotherly feeling of comradeship that results when advancing
emphatically in the negative. If one were to entertain his guests, and you have been driven back and stared defeat in the face. Is there any
should observe that his efforts were mentally discomforting those greater expression of fellowship than that to be found in helping to
guests, surely he could not remain at ease himself. On the other hand, his feet a fellow warrior who has been trampled upon by some other
if one were nervous and uneasy, he could not except his guests to be horde. Therein lie the makings of lasting friendship.
otherwise.
These actors offer no alibi for their failure. Perhaps their actions
The point to bring out, therefore, is this: If a person is uneasy him- weren't precise enough, their lines not well learned but they faced the
self, those about him will contract his uneasiness, and vice-versa. Con- scornful critics without shame. For within the group was the warm
sequently, the two parts of Pope's definition of politeness go in a cycle: feeling of duty. Every actor spoke his line, and acted to the best of
one includes the other, and each in reciprocal with the other. Therefore his ability and what more could the critical crowd desire? Any indivione or the other of the two parts is unnecessary.
dual who has his soul and heart in his work is an artist and who is
Pope's definition of politeness, then, is quite true, but could be re- there to doubt but what these men were not artists. They have stood
vised as follows: True politeness consists in making everybody about before the crowd and received encores just as tonight they received
one as easy as one can. This would be impossible if we were uneasy silence, although silence was recompensing for the biting jibes vocaled
ourselves, and so the first clause of the original is, in reality, included in their direction during the show. The sting of these bit deepest,
in the second.
deeper wounds than all the praise in the world can heal.
Quietly the lights are dimmed, finally extinguished and the players
SACHEM
pass through the gates and by the gateman. Some have played in their
One of the outstanding figures in the activities of Winona Teachers last production and leave with a tinge of bitterness in their heart for
those who would choose to follow a winner. The others will come back
College is Margaret La Craft from Reads.
Margaret was Representative Girl in her senior year in Wabahsa within a year and attempt to satisfy that craving for victory by which
High School and took the lead in her class play. After coming to T. C., man in this day and age is judged.

Friday, December 19
Dear Benny:
My last letter made such a hit
with me I decided to write often.
Say Benny, there was a big splurge
here last night — a play and a
party. I'm sure going over big,
Benny. Why one of the girls
asked me . out, in fact she told me
to get out. Afterwards, a bunch
of us fellas went down to the Congress where everybody was making
hoopty-doo. Some fella rushed up
and grabbed my hand and said
I don't believe I remember your
name. Freddie Fieldhouse is my
name I said, glad to meet you
Johnson. My name is Smith he
said. Glad to know you Smythe
I said. Where is your home town,
Olsen he asked me. Right where
it always was I answered smartly,
and they all laughed. Faribault is
my home town I told him, the
Athens of the northwest, the city
of schools. You know the state
school for the feebleminded is in
Faribault I added. I thought so,
one of the fellows said and they
all laughed again. I don't know
why Benny, I guess I am just
naturally smart. But that was
nothing to what happened afterward. I found a spoon in Rice's
pocket and said, Aha, I see the
Congress has put its name on your
silverware. That sure got a jolt
out of the fellas. One of them
even kicked me playfully on the
shins — but that is college for you.
Then some guy said, Say do you
know who my father is — he's
president of the First National
Bank. That's nothing I said, my
father is worth ten thousand dollars in California, dead or alive.
They will have to go a long ways
to fool me, Benny, I guess you
know that.
Well tell Aggie to be good until
I get home for Christmas vacation
and then to use her own judgment.
Your pal,
Freddie

WHO'S WHO, WHAT'S
WHAT AND WHO CARES
FLIGHTS OF FANCY
Mr. French writing Palmer Method
"Glad" Lundin losing weight at
Morey Hall
McKibben walking past the office
Mr. Grimm singing bass
George Nihart picking on somebody his own size
Mr. Owens in overalls
Mr. Jederman teaching history
Kal Wibye reading the WINONAN
Jim Louden picking up his feet
Miss Voelker refusing to argue
Alice Luskow without a word to say
Mr. Munson walking pigeon toed
Glennette Whipple turning man
hater
Helen Staples without Dan
FAIRY TALE
Once upon a time, dear students,
a girl in private conference said,
"No, emphatically no, Miss Richards, I do not agree with you."
"Useless" (After he had finished
telling her all about himself) : "I
hope you don't think I'm conceited."
Daphne: "Oh, no! But I'm
just wondering how you can keep
from giving three long cheers whenever you look at yourself in a
mirror."
SHORT SHORT STORY
Little boy
Pair of skates
Hole in ice
Golden Gates
The WINONAN extends the
sincere sympathy of the faculty and
student body to Mrs. I. G. King
in the death of her daughter,
Josephine.
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Vinona Taytchers College
Dar Santy,
Dese har. Christmas ban yust
about har and
ay ban tankin ay
a
batter write latter. Ay tell Ole
he batter write too but he say dar
ain't no Santy, but ay yust look
at him snooty-like and go rat on.
Ay a'n't know yust vot to ask for,
but ay vould lak new gal by name
Olga would vould be Norvayan.
Last gal she no use loaf sugar.
Ay ban vondering how yew going
to get over dese har Vinona Hills
vit dese har raindeers vot you use.
Ay skal hay sock standing by fireplace (ay ban varing dem since
last Christmas).
Ay skal be vaiting, yew bat
Norske Norby

LIMERIX
There was a young lady named
Izzy,
Who went for a spin in a lizzy;
And when she got out,
She said with a shout,
"Maybe you think I'm not dizzy!"
There was a preceptress named
Inez;
She said I've warned you three
timez,,
We jumped on the floor,
She rapped on the door,
But nowhere at all could she finez.
(Prize offered for anyone guessing
identity of authors.)
.

,t‘
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One day Matz took out a young
lady,
And parked where it looked nice
and shady,
She gave him a sock
And started to walk
While Matz shouted after "Oh
hades!''

/
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Noo Yawk
D asan taclawz,
I yamma teacherin theyot depotmint. Fewwaint gottany objekshins Iwanna wholelotta noo brushissan paints anlikethat. Assome
assorted dyes fa stesselin skovsan
hakerchiffsyaknow kinda like battik
like. Wellacaws I cudyusa new
vawze toputta flawwazin. I lika
lotsa cullahsthe britahthbeta. Ya
can see foyaseff Ibeena goodgoil.
Youzvey trooley,
Dorothy M. Clark

/

There was a young editor named
Peggy
Said "Tait, is your copy 'bout
ready?"
He said with a grin,
"I'll be gettin' it in
When I'm darn good and ready,
young leddy."
There once was a girl named
Glennetta,
And for fear St. Nick would forgetta,
She said "Santa dear,
I want you to hear,
If I'd tried, I could not have been
betta."

W. Titchin Collitch
Dere Senta,
All de pippuls is writing for
pressunce mit wreppings so I will
doing some esking too. How
about bringin me un coonskin coat
mit hair all over on. Also a popgun for scarin by de titchers. Und
mebbe some stuff for to mekkin de
hair coil like Kremers. Could you
too pliz for bringing un A in
Trigonometry? How iss de missus
and de cheeldrin?
Luv mit kisses,
Johnnie Moriarity
P. S.—I ben good boy by whole
term now.
Winona, Minn.
Waarde St. Nicolaas,
Ik ben een heel lief meisje
geweest en mu wou ik graag hebben
dat St. Nicolaas my een mooi speel
ding bracht. Ik wou graag een
prente bock hebben met prentjes
van jongens er in, en een heele
groote pop met een mooije jurk
aan. Moeder zegt .1k moet naar
bed toe. D us, wel to rusten,
Annie Elzenga
Editor's Note: We don't know
what it means either, but we are
taking Anne s word for it.

HYDUKE FORGETS SWEATER
FORCED TO RUN GAUNTLET
Loud crashes and cracks mingled
with yells of triumph and pain
issued forth from the gymnasium
shortly after chapel on December
11th.
When mystified students and
faculty sought the reason for such
unusual procedure, it was learned
that Michael Hyduke, prominent
member of the "W' Club had,
thinking it was Sunday, forgotten
to put on his "W" sweater. It
is a hard and fast rule of this
organization that every member
wear his sweater on Tuesdays and
Thursdays.
The punishment for failure to
comply with this rule is a very
interesting trip through the spanking machine.
It would perhaps be interesting
to know Mike's thoughts as he
wended his weary way through
the long line of ardent paddlers,
especially with such athletes in the
line as the "Midget" 1VIcKibben
and the "Mighty" Nihart. Should
anyone desire to experience Mike's
reactions, a request placed with
the president of the club would
probably bring about the desired
results.

•

Pines white, bowed down and drooping,
Blue the air through the cloud of the fallen snow,
Shadows dim, and the whole world sleeping
Pines box(Vd;',white in the winter's silver glow.

Berg was a basketball player,
And in the game was a center.
He got hold of the ball,
And tossed it at the wall.
Too bad the wall wasn't nearer.
Ray Happe was a corn fed baby.
And who knows but some day
maybe
He will go back to Iowa
From school in Winona
And marry a corn fed lady.

4
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TREES IN WINTER
, ESSAY CONTESTS
ANNOUNCED
Did you ever watch the tracery
Of the trees against the sky,
Just recently, the school has
As you're sitting in a railway coach received announcements of three
And trailing swiftly by?
essay contests which are being
conducted for college students.
Was ever lacemaker like these
One of these, to be written on
In countries far away
"The League of Nations" is open
Who could weave such fairy pat- only to regularly enrolled students
terns
in any Teachers College, Normal
As the trees do on a day?
school or department of education
of a college or university. The
When their leaves have all been first prize for this contest is a trip
whisked away
to Europe including a stay in
By breezes rough and gay
Geneva and an opportunity to
And they lift their graceful branches study the League of Nations at
Up against a sky blue gray?
work; the second prize is one hundred dollars, and the third is fifty
All the wonder of their beauty
dollars.
To the eye is now made clear —
Another contest is on the subTheir fashioning so delicate,
ject of 'Alcoholic Drink in Modern
Their lines so fine and clear.
Society," and the third is on "The
Value of the Civilized World of
It's then they go to making lace
the Byrd Antartic Expedition."
Instead of leaves of green —
The purpose of these contests is
The finest, loveliest patterns. too,
to awaken in the mind of the averThat man has ever seen.
age college student an interest in
present day problems of civic and
And every tree; in her own way,
international importance.
Turns lacemaker for you,
If you only watch for patterns
On a sky of gray and blue.
—Catharine E. Strouse COLLEGE CHOIR PRESENTS

Y.W.C.A. GIRLS SING CAROLS
AT COUNTY POOR FARM
The Y.W.C.A. took some of the
abundant T.C. Christmas spirit
abroad with them on their annual
trip to the County Poor Farm,
Sunday afternoon, December 13.
Cars were loaned by Miss Strouse,
Mr. Scarborough, Miss Severud,
Mr. Bachmann, and Mr. Hoffman.
All the old. favorite carols were
sung, then gifts of candy for the
women and cigars for the men were
distributed.

HEAR YE! HEAR YE!
To you
INFAMOUS LAST WORDS
Who have been
Inez Adams — "My dear, your at- Ever faithful
titude is all wrong."
Readers of our Sport Page,
George Nihart — "I'm not a bit We do present the quibs
lonesome either."
And sayings of our most
Ruth Lockwood — "Ain't it awful Eminent Thomas H. Mullens.
— I have no will power."
Allen Norby — What? — No loaf Chum of Grantland Rice,
sugar?
Friend of Damon Runyon,
Beth Dunn — "I say, you bally Associate of Westbrook Pegler.
old thing."
Who is there to doubt
Miss Mallory — "This is not a Of his ability
social room."
To add charm, force,
Bob Canavaugh — "Now, ain't And distinction to our feature?
that something?"
Certainly not us.
Watch for his contributions.
Ruthie Lockwood: "You never
listen to anything I have to say."
BOB'S FORD
Izzy AyshfOrd: "Oh yassado,
when you talk in your sleep."
Bobbie had a little Ford
Its sides are made of tin
WANTED : A suit of heavies And the stories that the Ford can
tell
by young lady who cannot stand
the cold. See Marion (Red) Bilben. Would surely make you grin!

Don't commit suicide over your
marks, becuz:
Razors pain you
Rivers are damp
Acids stain you
Drugs cause cramp
CHRISTMAS CANTATA
Guns aren't laWful
"The Shepherds of Bethlehem," Nooses give
a four part cantata by Clifford Gas smells awful
Demarest was sung in Chapel yes- You might as well live.
terday morning, December 18, by
the College Choir, directed by Mr.
Walter Grimm and accompanied "It's a long way from Amphioxus
at the organ by Miss Agnes Bard. It's a long way to come,
Misses Harriet Tust and Maxine It's a long, long way from Amphioxus
Holden, sopranos, of Winona; Maxine Schwab, alto, of Stewartville; To the meanest human bum;
Messrs. .Calvin Barkow, baritone, Then goodby fins and gill slits;
of Winona; Eugene Sweazy, tenor, Hello hide and hair—
of Winona; and Corwin Jones, bass, It's a long way from Amphioxus,
But we came from there."
of Le Roy sang the solos.

It took Bob and his girl one night
To a place not far away
And what that naughty Bobbie did'
Is not for me to say!
The road was dark and bumpy
The Ford began to miss
Said Bob to the dame beside him
"Give me a little kiss."
The lights went out in darkness
The moon was gone from view,
The Ford climbed up an oak tree,
A silly thing to do.
"This story," said the little Ford,
"Is just a perfect flop
But Bob has learned his lesson,
boys,
And I have wrecked my top!"
—'Tweeney.
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CONTEST STARTED TO HELP playing at a disadvantage, but KERN AND GRIFFITH MAKE
CONFERENCE TEAM
PICK CONFERENCE TEAM Coach Galligan and his men

WINONANS LOSE FIRST
BATTLE TO STOUT

promise that the fact will not
In choosing a man from the
It is with enthusiasm that this prevent them from playing a good
A fighting purple cage team was
Purple
and White line and another
department
offers
to
W
.S.T.C.
stuforced to subilait to a rangy and
ball game.
from the backfield, the coaches of
more experienced Stout outfit in dents and faculty basketball fans
Several members of the La Crosse
the closing minutes of a thrilling an opportunity to indulge in an team visited in Winona last Fri- the Southern Conference heaped
evening over a box of sweets. No day evening especially at the char- more honors on T.C. athletes.
contest, Friday, December 12.
In selecting this all-star team,
It was the initial contest of the selling of subscriptions is necessary, ity game, perhaps for the hope of
season for the Galligan men and no puzzles are to be solved, and finding out what can be done on the coaches chose the men in relation to their ability and value to
the third game for the Stout team. best of all, no amount of effort on Thursday.
The purple peds looked very im- your part.
As this will be the only game to the team. To Winona comes the
All we ask is that you attend the be played before the Christmas distinction of having the lightest
pressive and showed enough potential power to prove that Winona basketball games played with con- holidays are over, this Winona lineman ever to be placed in the
will be out there giving every ference opponents on the local team expects to give the down line of a Conference team. Robert
court this winter. From the Roch- river team a workout that will Griffith, plus all of his one hundred
opponent a battle.
The game started with a bang; ester, St. Cloud, Mankato and keep its members in shape during forty-six pounds, was placed at
right guard on this mythical team.
only seconds had elapsed before Winona varsities, pick five men the intervening space of time.
In addition to playing offensive
Opem scored on a pretty dribble who in your judgment are the
guard, "Griff" dropped out of the
in shot to start Winona's scoring. finest players on the maple floor.
Griffith came right back with Blanks for your final decision will INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL line and played defensive halfback
when Winona was on the defense.
another basket and free throw to be furnished by this department
The usual fine program of intraJust another indication that brains
give Winona a five point lead. after the final game.
mural activities this year will again
Your selection will be judged in
can take the place of brawn when
Stout began to function and scored
be headed by basketball. The offitwo baskets in rapid succession. accordance with the annual one cial season will open on Saturday, necessary. To "Bob" we offer the
heartiest congratulations.
Norby and Griffith each made a made by the coaches.
January 10. Three games will be
Any member of the college is
free throw to keep the peds out in
Kern's honors are not exactly
played on that Saturday and each
front. McKibben potted a neat eligible except the varsity basket- succeeding Saturday up to and new to him as this makes his third
follow-in shot only to have Stout ball squad, Coach Galligan, Mr. including February 7. Six teams successive year as an All Confercatch the Winona defense up the Boots and the sports writers of will make up the league, each team ence selection. Probably not as
floor and score on an easy dribble-in the Winonan. Judges of selec- must play every other team on a outstanding this year as in former
play. Stout was unable to get in- tions will be Arthur Tait, Thomas date given in the schedule — this years, when he played with chamto the basket so started shooting Mullen, and Bernard Kramer.
indicates that the tournament will pionship teams, he, never-the-less,
Attend the games!
from the floor and were successful
be played off on the "round robin" is more than entitled to the honor.
in two attempts. Bob Griffith
plan. Each team will be captained May he forever be All Conference
proved he was an expert at tossing
BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
by a man who knows enough about even after graduation from T.C.
in the gift shots. He was fouled
Nine games are listed to date on the game to be able to put a good
McKibben, Opem, Mullen and
on a shot and made both tosses. the intercollegiate basketball sched- team into the tournament. Every Kramer broke through to repreA minute later he dribbled in and ule of Winona Teachers College man in the college has been placed sent our college on the second All
made a basket but was fouled be- for the season of 1930-31. How- on one or another of the teams. Conference team. It didn't take
fore he shot so it did not count. ever, since this schedule is as yet The captain of a team will be al- much mathematics to determine
It was not a total loss as he re- incomplete, several more games are lowed to use only those men as- that Winona, the "cellar champs",
covered one point. The gun ended expected to be added in the near signed to him in any one game placed more men on the two teams
the half with Winona leading 13-10. future. Coach Galligan has been with the possible exception of se- than any other member of the
Stout opened the second half in looking around the country for curing the consent of the opposing Conference. Odd, is it not?
a determined manner by sinking beneficial competition in the way captain in case of necessity.
a long shot. Norby intercepted a of independent teams; some such
The tournament is in charge of
Stout pass and swished the net teams will take their places on the Michael Hyduke of the Physical
B TEAM SCHEDULE
to keep Winona leading. A sharp- schedule as soon as satisfactory Education department. Individual
The B team is composed of the
shooter from Stout got the range negotiations can be made.
troubles may be referred to. him basketball squad members who do
and split the net twice to forge
The schedule to date:
for settlement. Wendell 1\/ ,,:/ift;en not play on the "varsity". These
into the lead for the first time. Dec. 12—Stout (charity game) here and Bernard Kramer will act tas
members will get an opportunity
At this point the battle see-sawed Dec. 18—La Crosse T.C.. . . there the officials for the entire tourAato exhibit their improvements in
back and forth until there were Jan. 9—Rochester J.C.
here ment.
ability when a team picked from
only eight minutes left and Winona Jan. 16—Tentative
Teams have been working out among them engages in six games
leading 23-22.
there every Saturday morning from 9 a, m. during the season. Four games
Jan. 24—Mankato T.0
Stout seemed to profit a great Jan. 30—St. Cloud T.C.
here to 11 a.m. in the college gymna- which have already been scheduled
deal by the rest as they scored Feb. 6—Rochester J.0
there sium. Wendell McKibben has had are:
four points to lead 26-22 immedi- Feb. 14—Mankato T.0
here charge of these activities.
here
Fri., Jan. 16—Witoka
The schedule is as followl:
ately after play was resumed. Feb. 20—St. Cloud T.0
there
. here
Fri.,
Jan.
23—Lewiston
H.S
Winona was then introduced to a
The schedule indicates that WiSaturday, January 19th
there
very effective stall game which nona has six games to play in the Gophers vs. Cougars
9 A.M. Tues., Feb. 24—Witoka
they had considerable trouble in Southern Division of the Little Wolverines vs. Badgers . . 10 A.M. Fri., Feb. 27—Lewiston H.S there
breaking up. During this period Ten Conference. Those games will Jackrabbits vs. Wildcats... 11 A.M.
The two' other games will probof keep away, Stout saw an open- be played on the usual home and
ably be played with the Winona
Saturday, January 17th
ing and counted the last basket to home basis.
9 A M Business College Team, coached
Wildcats vs. Badgers
win 28-23 as the gun was fired.
Any additions. to the schedule
by Rollie Tust, a former athletic
The scoring honors of the even- will be published later in this paper. Cougars vs. Wolverines .... 10 A.M.
star of this college.
Jackrabbits
vs.
Gophers
...11
A.M.
ing go to Bob Griffith who played
The basketball squad will jourSaturday, January 24th
an alert and aggressive game. ney to La Crosse, Thursday after9 A.M.
Allen Norby gave a beautiful noon in preparation for the game Badgers vs. Gophers
BASKETBALL SQUAD
demonstration of guarding besides to be played Thursday evening. Wildcats vs. Wolverines .. 10 A.M.
11
A.M.
Cougars
vs.
Jackrabbits.
.
MEMBERS
scoring four points. Captain Ber- This game will be the second on
Saturday, January 31st
nard Kramer was not able to play Winona's schedule and the second
Two weeks ago, Coach G. E.
9 A.M. Galligan cut his basketball squad
due to an injured ankle. His loss attempt for a victory. The La- Wolverines vs. Gophers .
was a severe blow to the squad. Crosse College always has a strong Jackrabbits vs. Badgers . . . 10 A.M. to a more conveniently handled
11 A.M. size. These men, who number sixteam in the Wisconsin circuit and Cougars vs. Wildcats
teen since the reduction, will be
Saturday,
February
7th
is
expected
to
give
a
good
account
I have a remedy for pride;
of itself. Of course, since La- Jackrabbits vs. Wolverines. 9 A.M. the members of the permanent
It's as effective as can be.
10 A . M . squad:
Crosse is a Physical Education Badgers vs. Cougars
I stand before the looking-glass,
McKibben, Berg, Welch, Grif11 A.M.
And take a good long look at me. plant, the Winona team will be Gophers vs. Wildcats

OH THANK YOU, GRAHAM,
,
I ALWAYS KNEW YOU
THOUGHT SO MUG; OF ME

BOY ! THIS TEN -LB. BOY OF
CANDY COMPLETES NY XMAS
LIST. GUESS I'LL HAVE MY
LANDLADY KEEP IT FOR ME
TILL I LEAVE FOR MOME —
THAT'LL PUT TEMPTATION
ASIDE !

0

0

C)

r)

W.A.A. OUTLINES WORK
FOR WINTER QUARTER
The Women's Athletic Association this quarter is sponsoring an
all inclusive and varied program of
activities. Regular class work is
being given in Basketball, Dancing,
and Indoor Baseball. Enrollment
in these classes is open to all girls
of the college.
Indoor baseball, which is given
every Monday at three and four
o'clock, is an addition to our
previous programs. Thirty-five
girls have already shown their
enthusiasm for indoor baseball.
These girls have discovered some
great differences between outdoor
and indoor baseball.
Basketball is given every Tuesday and Thursday at three o'clock
for those who wish to learn the
game, and at four o'clock for those
who have had experience. Basketball as it is sponsored here is done
in the spirit of play and friendliness and not on an interscholastic
competitive basis. At the end of
the season teams are selected.
Everyone who has been playing
during the quarter is placed on a
team. The final thrilling round
robin tournament closes a period
of earnest work with a great deal
of excitement.
Interpretive dancing is offered
every Wednesday at three o'clock
for beginners and at four o clock
for advanced people. Dancing is
one of the arts of expression and
interpretation in which work is
done with scarfs and balloons.
Very interesting results are obtained through individual, original
interpretation of music.
Other W.A.A. activities for this
winter quarter are skating, skiing,
tobogganing, hiking, and swimming. Ten points are awarded for
twelve hours of participation in
any one of these. According to
the winter regulation of earning
points, double points may be
earned in skating, skiing, or tobogganing.
W.A.A. sports this quarter with
their leaders:
Gladys Lundin
Hiking
Basketball—Anne Elzenga, Chairman, Inez Adams, Lillian Schulenberg, Anna Wein
Delia Hayes
Indoor Baseball
Interpretive Dancing
Luella Carpenter
Skating
Lorene Zeller
Gretchen Swaffer
Swimming
Social Chairman
Glennette Whipple
fith, Edwards, Opem, Herman,
Enger, Kramer, Kern, Winters,
Norby, Gebhard, Johnson, Shira,
Hyduke.
The first and second teams will
be picked from the men listed .
above. At the present time the
squad members have been turning
out for practice at 3:30 every
afternoon.
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that graveyard on a night like
dis!"
The second gangster (Tom Mullen), speaking in a forceful way,
concluded, "Buck up, pal! Dey
ain't no "granite orchard" what
can stop us now!"
There still seem to be some
people who just love to criticize
anything and everything, just because it is probably something out
of the ordinary. It is rather
peculiar that any originality or
new idea is met with such abuse
and criticism. Well we can't do
much for your case. It's just our
nature to say the things we do in
this column. We are willing at
any time to take advice, however.
Come into the activities room at
any time, or if you're too timid,
send us a letter. Address it to
"The Broom", in care of the
WINONAN. Thank you.

We're very poor in rhetoric and
composition but our idea of a
squinting construction is the situation in which the girls in chapel
have one eye upon the boys and
the other one on the faculty.

INTRAMURAL TEAMS
COUGARS
WILDCATS

The staff of the WINONAN is
almost complete. We need about
six more editors to fill the roster.
Then we will have enough so that
at least a dozen won't have to do
a thing, and half of the others may
give advice to the three or four
that are at present almost entirely
responsible for this beloved publication. We bought a new broom
and we're going to do some sweeping soon. It is with solemn regret
that we must state that it is extremely queer that some people
like to see their names in print but
are absolutely averse to doing their
bit to the enterprize of which they
are supposed to be a part.
The fall quarter ended with
everybody getting his share of
marks. A few unfortunate students got E's", others were luckier
and got 'D's". The good-looking
ones and class officers got the
' A's" and "B's". The rest of us
were good-hearted and took the
"C's".

This week we nominate Red
Hand as the cutest girl in school.
(Objections overruled).

.

The Wenonah Players will present for their Christmas play,
"The Doctor of Lonesome Folk."
This was given once before and
many of the members of the cast
are still present in school. A few
additions will have to be made,
however, one being the part of a
poet. Literally, we don't think
one exists in school. We have
been trying to find one all fall to
write poetry for the WINONAN.
The search was fruitless. Dusty
Rhoads contributed a few gems,
but we are sorry to say they were
not acceptable — the students
could not understand them. We
think that it is possible, however,
for Dusty to play the poet's part.
He has many able characteristics
that would fit well in such a role.

Perhaps it might be no more
than fair to the feminine group in
college to admit that they do not
have complete control of the gossip
situation in the dining room of
Morey Hall. If one were to hear
the choice of subjects and objects
covered by the tongues at one of
the men's tables in the dining hall,
the enlightenment would be exhilarating to say the least. We
shudder to think what the consequences might be, perchance a
few individuals knew that they
were the topic of the day at these
round table discussions. Even men
can be catty!

May we recommend Evelyn
Hand as one of the very best
waitresses that has placed portions
of food upon our table so far this
year? Indeed, if the boys had their
say, we doubt very much if the
system of rotation would not be
outlawed.

NEW YEAR'S GREETINGS, OLD
CABBAGE I WELCOME BACK
TO ALMA MATER, I'M SURE!

2-c

While on the subject of dining
Ball and food, why not extend a
few; compliments to Miss Beery
who has transformed the culinary
deportment of T.C. immensely?
Her choice and selection of food
is firmly backed by the popularity
of her department this year.
Seventeen men vouch for that.
Being a wee bit different has
brought more publicity to individuals than perhaps any other method known. McKibben found this
to be true when at the close of the
Men's Banquet, he chose to wish
the attendants a Happy Christmas
and a Merry New Year.
A former student entered college this quarter and proceeded to
take over the huge task of assembling and instructing a band.
Truly characteristic, Mr. Karow
has gone forward and made the
organization one that students are

I'LL BET YOU DON'T KNOW
WI4Y THEY CALL THIS YEAR
NINETEEN THIRTY-ONE /

WHY-

BECAUSE•---

Erwin, Capt.
Anderson
Saari
Bohn
Brown, Clement
Carpio, Pacifio
Fischer
B arkow
Allen
Peterson, Eddie
Risser
Southworth

GOPHERS
Rossi, Capt.
Griffith
Lee
Ziegenfuss
Keller
Happe
Ellis
Eckart
Ostrumm
Kratz
Reiter
Simon
Cavanaugh

BAD GERS
Risty, Capt.
O'Dea
Nissen
Tillman
Karow
Grethan
Doronio
Berg, Merlin
Kohler
Prondiniski
Schroeder
Tait

JACKRABBITS WOLVERINES
Nihart, Capt. Johnson, Capt.
Gebhard
Rowell
Whities
Wibye
Weight
Vogard
Wiemer
Jones, Phil
Vermilyea
Hrdlicka
Holte
Moriarity
Fuertes
Ostrum, James
Larson
Hyduke
Nelson
Kopren
Roy
Jones, Corwin

NATURE'S ARTISTRY
Dusty Rhoads says that Mr.
Boots penmanship has improved
considerably since last quarter.
The E's" are getting bigger and
better.

Mullen, Capt.
Shira
Matz
Bear
Trainer
Rice
Brown, Ray
Adrian
Kissling
Filomeno
Rhoads
Louden

more than anxious to join. We
NEW SPORTS WRITER
have talked with several of the
The Sport Editor of the WImusicians and have yet to hear of
NONAN is pleased to announce the
one dissenting vote.
engagement of a new sport writer
whose duty it will be to turn in
Mike Dyduke states that after amounts (large) of copy concernan exhaustive analysis involving ing varsity basketball games at
much personal investigation and home. This new writer is Tom
many governmental reports of the Mullen, a gentleman who is quite
situation in question, he has come well known in these "parts" as
to the conclusion that there is well as in others. He will write
twenty times more gold in Tom his articles from the viewpoint of
Mullen's teeth than he could find the players together with the viewin the so-called "gold mine" at point of the spectators. This paper
believes that he will be satisfacSt. Charles.
tory in his new position because of
the background of athletic knowlTwo notorious gangsters, after edge he possesses — confidentially,
"pulling off a job," were riding he has said that he first began to
fiercely into a fog smothered night take athletics to heart when he
along a lonely country road.
was being purused 'hither and
The first gangster (Mike Hy- thither" by the fair damsels of
duke), peering ahead into the mist China, Japan, and the Philippine
and seeing what appeared to be a Islands. All of these attributes
group of tombstones a short way should make him valuable toward
in the vanguard, said, "Hey, the rendering of service to the
buddy! I don't like the looks of readers of the WINONAN.

WRONG AS ANTICIPATED! LEKNE EXPLAIN: "1919" AND "1930" THOUGHT
THEY WERE NIGGERS AND SO THEY
SHOT A GAME OF CRAPS..----

29" FORGOT TO BRING

HIS RAZOR

AND SO

1

NINETEEN THIRTY WON /
r
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Be you got bugs? Sure I are,
Hattie Southworth---"My, Howain't it? Can't see so pretty good
ard is worried about me."
Howard Roy — "I'm not wor- in the dark. Good night. Thank
rying about you. It's that article you.
you're supposed to get in."

GYM EQUIPMENT
EXPANDING
Only recently a new system' of
portable horizontal bars was installed in the college gymnasium.
This equipment will be used in
the gym work by both women and
men in anticipation of the gymnastic exhibition which will be
given this spring. The bars, which
are adjustable to desirable heights,
are held firmly in place by vertical
steel posts fitting into countersunk
floor sockets and strained into the
proper perpendicularity by hand
tensioned steel cables.
During the past week a new
basketball backboard (supplied with
a regulation basket) has been
clamped into place on the north
side of the eastern end of the gym.
This equipment, made and installed by Mr. Sandt and • Fred
Rowell of the Industrial department, is in the nature of an experiment aiming at the solution
of two problems confronting the
physical Education departments—
first, the necessity of having more
than two baskets into which the
"varsity" huskies may throw their
shots; second, the necessity of
having several short courts on
which the basketball of the
women's department may be
played. The desired solution then,
is the installation of four additional
backboards which would result in
the formation of two new short
courts extending across the gym
floor and the retention of the present courts for intercollegiate play.
No doubt, some difficulty would be
met with boards on the south wall
of the gym, but experiments with
the equipment will be made in the
attempt to work out the expansion
plan.

I know a little girl named Sue
There's not much that she can't do.
She can tell at a glance
When to sing and to dance
To make the rest forget they're
blue.

It is the desire of the writer to
canvas the college for its opinion.
Please cast your vote on the following ballot and place it in the
box in the main corridor. BE
SURE TO CAST YOUR VOTE.
When I was young and had no EXPRESS YOUR OPINION!
sense,
I prefer having the Prom on
I very quickly took offense;
But now I'm older and more wise; April 11 in preference to February 7.
I just get mad at little guys!

The pace that kills these days is
a slow, meandering walk across a
very busy street.

NO
News is scarce around the campus. It must be because President
Maxwell is taking his ardent stand
against whistling, gumchewing and
sliding down — pardon us — we
mean sliding through the corridors
— on our feet of course.

SANTA CLAUS VISITS
MOREY HALL GIRLS
"Up on the house top Christmas
Night" then on and on until Santa
dropped down the chimney with
his bag of gifts, the combined
efforts of Kresge's and Woolworth's
— thus ran the Christmas party at
Morey Hall Wednesday evening,
December 17. Besides all of the
fascinating toys, every good girl
was given a carmeled apple. This
exclusive group was chosen only
because of the lack of funds.

DORMITORY LIFE CAN'T
BEAT THIS

There are a group of fellows
rooming, in one o f-the-ne.arby dwellings who call themselves the Spirit
of '77. It happens there are seven
of these fellows and they live at
177 W. King so you see the name
is obvious.
After a long hard day of studying, you can imagine the enthusiasm with which these lads tackled
an oyster stew which the kind landlady so munificently set before
them on December 17.
Imagine, this oyster stew had
oysters in it. Jim Ostrom, a new
member, was a bit shocked at Don
Bohn testing the soup with his
finger, but after spilling two bowls
of stew, he felt more at ease and
devoured a third with nearly the
same velocity as our ancient member, Ralph Nelson.
After the dinner, dignified Ben
Tirpin sneaked toward his violin
but before he reached the threshold
of the music room, six husky fellows landed on him and physically
convinced him that one of Bob
G's hair-raising bed time stories
would be more fitting. As soon
WOULD YOU BELIEVE IT? as head waiter, John, had served
Long, long ago:
the boys with the official drink,
Inez Adams had hair ribbons and aqua pura, Howard Roy, the dumb
braids.
waiter, moved that meeting adEarl Berg was a little shrimp.
journ.
Then all the little cherubs were
Frances Mann couldn't be induced
kissed by S. C., given their gifts
to talk.
Glenette Whipple was afraid to and toddled of to their trundle
beds.
play with boys.
Lyle Erwin had a deep bass voice.
Miss Richards had no dignity.
Motsy Kohler wore coveralls to
play in.
Ray Happe smoked oak leaves
behind the barn.
Evelyn Cooke conducted Sunday
School with her dolls.
Ulysses Whiteis couldn't play on
anything but the linoleum.

HARRY P. L. HAASE
Barber Shop

Toboggan Slide, Lake Winona

DORMITORY SIMILES
1. As hectic as a dash for the
morning mail.
2. As exhilerating as Sunday afternoon nursing a cold.
3. As absorbing as eating spa•
ghetti.
4. As difficult as it is to observe
study hours.
5. As ineffectual as an excuse for
ringing in.
As
keenly alert as the girl wait6.
ing for a phone call.
7. As slow as .Ferdena.
8. As snappy as the cookies
served for supper.
9. As dangerous as reaching for
bread at the men's table.
As
clean as the lavatories.
10.
As
noisy as the third floor
11.
bunch.
12. As out of place as a man in
the dorm.
13. As regular as fish on Friday.
14. As cold as a bath on Sunday
morning.
15. As persistent as the girls learning to play band instruments.

YES

What a funny bird a frog are.
When he run he hop most. When
he walk he run most. He ain't got
Bernard Welch deports himself
on the hard maple court during no tail almost hardly any at all.
some of his spare time. It so happened that during one of the stressMother — The canary is gone,
ing moments of the scrimmage, Willie.
Bernie's opponent recovered the
Willie — But mummy, it was
ball and started dribbling for the there just a minute ago when I
basket. We find Welch to the rear was trying to clean its cage with
of the basketeer a couple steps and the vacuum cleaner.
in an effort to distract the individual let out a shrill whistle. All
to no avail, however, for the basket
was made and two points scored.
On the way back for the tip-off,
Winona Taxi and
Coach Galligan in a nonchalant
and dry manner said, "You will
Baggage Co.
have to whistle a different tune
than that, Bernie, to stop that
man."
What do college students do with
their spare time? Well, they slide
down the bannisters in Phelps
school, sit in waste paper baskets,
hold hands with the other sex in
the corridors, etc. At least Mr.
Simmers says such and back of his
statement he has the actual prOof
which makes the condemnation all
the more bitter.
It so happened that Hyduke
joined with the geology class this
quarter. Having become deeply
immersed in the field of science,
he plans on taking botany this
spring. With this in mind, he
went out to Pick Poszes last night
but failed to bring any flowers
home.
Found: Dusty Rhoads in the
fork of a maple tree, viewing St.
Mary's football game.
We might comment a little on
the addition of a sport page to the
WINONAN. Of course, some say
it's foolish to devote an entire
page to sports. We think that the
sports are an all important part
of the general running of a college.
Why shouldn't we devote a special
page to them in our college paper?
(Again we are hearing criticism).

We chanced to be in a class
Opem — "Do I ever kick you in
where an assignment consisting of your sleep?"
a paper on a given subject was
Enger — "No, but you kick me
proffered. True to all college lots of other places."
classes, a murmur arose as to just
what was the desired length of such
an auspicious paper. Mr. Simmers,
GOSSIP
not to be outdone, quoted the folSing a song of gossip
lowing: "You might liken the paper
Who's a so-and-so?
Four and twenty paragraphs
to a woman's skirt, long enough to
Things you shouldn . t know;
cover the subject yet short enough
When the column's printed
to be interesting." The class deFolks commence to buzz;
'Morey Hall girls are a great parted from the room with some
Do the people eat it up?
bunch," says Dusty Rhoads, "Just members wondering just how short
Everybody does.
is short.
ask the man who phones one."

25c

CAB

Phone 2618

475 West 7th St.

MINN.

WINONA

WHYTE'S BEAUTY SHOP
Marcel 50c — Finger Wave 25 & 50c
Special Prices on Permanents
Open Evenings by Appointment

Tel. 4868

213 Johnson St.
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THE COLLEGE
BARBER. SHOP
502 Huff Street

will satisfy your particular
appearance.
GIVE US A TRIAL
"We appreciate your business"

TAXI & BAGGAGE TRANSFER

C. K. SUNDBY, Prop.

Phone 2881
Beyerstedt Bros. Cab Co.

MASTER CLEANERS
AND DYERS

You are always welcome at

CITY SERVICE SHOP
CLEANERS, HATTERS
and PRESSERS
Shoe Cleaning A Specialty

64-70 E. Fourth St.

Phone 3030
"It Pays to Look Well"

Art Rockow's Barber Shop
Headquarters - Students
Near Post Office

MAIN ST.

Star Shoe Shining Parlor
and Repair Shop
160 MAIN ST.
MINN.

WINONA

"The Home Away from Home"

College Inn
ALL HOME COOKING
Huff and Ninth

Member Florists' Telegraph Delivery

SIEBRECHT
FLORAL CO.
FLORAL SERVICE

WINONA CANDY CO
ASK FOR

"MAPLE THATS IT"
and NUTTY HUNKS

PLANTS and FLOWERS
MORGAN BLOCK

Telephone 3542
WINONA

MINN.

